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The treatment of myeloma has undergone major
changes in the last decade.1,2 The most significant
advances in therapy include the use of tandem (double)
autologous stem cell transplantation (ASCT) to improve
overall survival in patients not achieving complete
response (CR) or very good partial response with the first
ASCT,3,4 and new active agents namely, thalidomide,5-9

bortezomib,10,11 and lenalidomide.12,13 However, none of
these strategies appears to be curative. Each of the new
active drugs identified so far produces responses as single-
agents in only approximately one-third of patients with
relapsed myeloma. Today, there are major challenges in
determining the best way to incorporate new active
agents into the overall treatment strategy, and the
sequence in which various therapies are to be adminis-
tered in order to obtain the best clinical results in terms of
overall survival and quality of life. In addition, numerous

new drugs are being evaluated in preclinical studies and
clinical trials, alone and in combination with known
active agents.14,15 It is critically important that active
agents are correctly identified in an efficient manner, but
at the same time agents that have limited activity in
myeloma are not incorrectly labeled as being effective. The
evaluation and monitoring of response to the various
therapeutic options that are available and being tested is
therefore of major importance, and has significant impli-
cations for clinical practice and research. 

Assessment of response in myeloma
Current response criteria stratify the extent of response

to therapy (such as CR versus partial response) to judge
the activity of a given drug or regimen, and define disease
progression to allow calculation of end-points such as
time to progression (TTP) and progression-free survival
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(PFS). Such assessments are used to monitor effectiveness
of therapy in clinical practice, identify new active agents
in clinical trials, and to compare various therapeutic inter-
ventions. Unlike clinical practice in which clinicians use
various parameters to make an informed judgment about
whether a known active agent or regimen is effective in
a given patient with myeloma, strict, reproducible and
valid criteria are required for clinical trials. Response
measures that can serve as adequate and accurate surro-
gates for overall survival are critically needed since sur-
vival outcomes in myeloma take years to assess and
require an extraordinarily large number of patients in
order to show statistically significant differences. 

Current response criteria for myeloma
The most commonly used response criteria in myelo-

ma are those of the European Group for Blood and Bone
Marrow Transplant/International Bone Marrow
Transplant Registry/American Bone Marrow Transplant
Registry (EBMT/IBMTR/ABMTR),16 Southwest Oncology
group (SWOG),17,18 Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group
(ECOG),19 and the Chronic Leukemia-Myeloma Task
Force,20 All of these criteria rely primarily on the serum
and urine monoclonal (M) protein levels measured by
electrophoresis to stratify response categories. The
EBMT/IBMTR/ABMTR criteria, commonly referred to as
the Bladé criteria,16 are now increasingly accepted as the
standard criteria for clinical trials. The incorporation of
the Bladé criteria into most recent clinical trials has been
of major significance since it has allowed more appropri-
ate comparisons of response and progression rates across
clinical trials and across various forms of therapy,
although due to the usual risks attendant with any non-
randomized comparison, such data should be primarily
used for hypothesis-generation.

Limitations of existing response criteria
Although current response criteria have been invalu-

able and provide reproducible end-points that can be
readily assessed, they suffer from some limitations.
Certain limitations are related to the definitions used. For
instance, the Bladé criteria16 require specific reductions in
M protein levels for each level of response, but the mini-
mum baseline level of M protein that is required in the
serum and urine to allow accurate response assessment is
not specified. It is also not clear whether patients with
detectable but unmeasurable levels of urine M protein
(<100 mg/24 hours) need to have serial measurements of
urine M protein and fulfill the urine criteria for response
to be considered partial or minor responders. 

Laboratory-based deficiencies in the assessment of
response include the inherent limitations of elec-
trophoretic measurements and immunofixation studies.
How reliable is it to gate upon IgA M proteins migrating
in the beta region on serum protein electrophoresis?
What is the utility of quantitative immunoglobulin meas-
urements by nephelometry? How reproducible are
immunofixation studies? There is tremendous subjectivi-
ty in reporting these results, with potential for either
over- or under-calling positive immunofixation studies,
which can amount to faulty designations of either CR or
relapse from CR.

The limitations discussed above though important are
relatively minor compared to other more important prob-
lems with response assessment in myeloma (Table 1). For
example, despite its utility in clinical practice such as dis-
tinguishing patients who may benefit from tandem trans-

plantation from those who do not, the extent of response
is a particularly poor in predicting the real outcome of
interest, overall survival, in many clinical situations.
Studies in newly diagnosed myeloma show that the
extent of response (eg., response versus no response, CR
versus lack of CR) to initial therapy-  either in transplant
or non-transplant candidates- may not predict overall
survival outcome.21-25 This maybe due to limitations of
current initial therapy and the efficacy of salvage therapy,
but does highlight one of the limitations of current
response assessments. 

There are also problems with the way disease progres-
sion is defined. The current definition of progression in
the Bladé criteria16 (a 25% increase in M protein) allows a
higher event rate in a given time period than did the 50%
increase required by the old Eastern Cooperative
Oncology Group (ECOG) criteria. Though the more rapid
achievement of progression end-points yields earlier trial
completion, the significance of these events – especially
in patients with low tumor burden – is yet to be deter-
mined. Adequate validation of time to progression end-
points as true predictors of overall survival are clearly
needed; otherwise we may mistakenly and prematurely
conclude that we are improving the outcome for our
patients.26,27

Finally, for the sake of simplicity and wide-spread test
availability, some sacrifices have been made in stringency
in terms of defining CR. For instance, although some
older criteria had required the absence of monoclonal
plasma cells, the current definition of CR does not require
absence of monoclonal plasma cells but rather the reduc-
tion in plasma cells to less than 5% on bone marrow
samples.16 This naturally results in the contamination of a

Table 1. Some limitations of existing response criteria for myelo-
ma.

Limitation Possible ways to improve the 
current criteria

Relatively poor surrogate for Incorporation of defined categories of more
overall survival strictly defined complete response (CR)

categories; eg.,immunohistochemical/
flow cytometric CR, free light chain CR,
and molecular CR 

Difficulties evaluating patients Incorporation and validation of free 
with non-secretory light chain response criteria 
or oligo-secretory disease and 
patients with relapsed myeloma 
post-therapy with low monoclonal 
protein levels, often resulting in exclusion 
of these patients from major clinical trials.

Differences in definition of Use current definition of relapse from CR
progression and relapse to calculate and report disease-free survival
from CR rates. For time to progression and 

progression-free survival rates, validate 
ability of such end-points to predict 
overall survival outcomes.

Commonly used, and clinically Categories of near CR or very good partial
relevant sub-categories not response need to be uniformly built in and 
uniformly defined reported given the clinical utility of such 

definitions, for example in choosing patients 
who may  benefit from a second (tandem) 
transplant



subset of complete responders with normal polyclonal
plasma cells in the marrow with those who still have
monoclonal plasma cells easily detected by k/l immunos-
taining or immunofluorescence studies. The criteria need
to be much more stringent, particularly since true CR
may be a more accurate predictor of long-term outcome.
In fact, the achievement of a true molecular CR may be
the best surrogate for overall survival in myeloma.
Evidence for this comes from earlier studies in which the
more stringently one defines CR, response duration and
post-response overall survival increase significantly.28 In
this issue of Haematologica, Sarasquete and colleagues
(pages XXX) show that patients with CR who have min-
imal residual disease (MRD) by flow cytometric or allele
specific oligonucleotide real time quantitative PCR (ASO-
RQ-PCR) methods have significantly worse progression-
free survival rates compared to patients with molecular
or flow cytometric CR.29

Monitoring of response
The study by Sarasquete and colleagues and other

studies like it30 go to the heart of what may be of critical
importance in the outcome of patients with myeloma—
true molecular CR. Though there are increasing options
available to achieve complete or near complete respons-
es with combinations of drugs and transplantation, are
we anywhere near cure? Despite the achievement of
molecular CR in 46% of Sarasquete’s cohort, there was
no plateau in survival. Should treatment decisions be
made based on the presence or absence of molecular CR?
Should patients in true CR be assessed periodically by
molecular or flow cytometric methods to allow early
detection of MRD? Future studies will need to address
these issues.

Although the authors conclude that MRD evaluation in
their study by ASO-RQ-PCR was not of major advantage
compared to flow cytometric methods, their study is
underpowered to detect even major differences in out-
come. In addition, the data are confounded by two
design problems. First, more than half of the patients
were not analyzed due to technical difficulties. Second,
patients were not uniformly treated. Those who did not
achieve CR by immunofixation were subjected to either
another autologous or a non-myeloablative transplant,
altering their outcome by introducing additional potential
benefit (second transplant) and risk (treatment-related
mortality). The authors’ concept is, however, valid and so
we would recommend larger studies to continue to test-
ing the hypothesis that a molecular CR is the ideal end-
point of current myeloma therapy. 

Future directions
As discussed above the definition of CR needs to be

improved. Future studies need to determine whether
molecular CR using complex as methods such ASO-RQ-
PCR is important for patient care or whether absence of
monoclonal plasma cells  by flow cytometry or other
comparable methods can be adequate. The assessment of
molecular CR in myeloma is in the nascent stage and it is
likely that any new response criteria will have to be
updated and validated on a continuous basis to keep up
with the pace of discovery.

Studies are also needed to determine the role of the
serum free light chain assay (FLC) in defining response.
The FLC assay has become widely available, and due to
its high sensitivity allows measurement and monitoring
of k and l free light chain levels even in most patients

with non-secretory myeloma.31-34 The development and
validation of standard response criteria using the serum
FLC assay can allow inclusion of a significant proportion
of patients in clinical trials who are currently either
excluded based on low serum and urine M protein levels
or are followed with frequent serial bone marrow biop-
sies. Moreover, since the FLC assay is highly sensitive,
CR based on normalization of the serum FLC ratio may
prove to be a more stringent definition that could predict
survival outcomes better than current criteria. We have
proposed a 50% decrease in the mathematical difference
between the involved (affected) and uninvolved (opposite)
FLC level as a definition for partial response (provided the
baseline involved FLC level is at least 100 mg/L) in
patients who do not have measurable levels of serum and
urine M protein levels; CR would require normalization
of the FLC ratio to the normal range of 0.26-1.65.35 Such
criteria, however, also need validation.

The International Myeloma Working Group is current-
ly in the process of developing response criteria that will
incorporate many of the changes discussed above and
also attempt to correct other deficiencies described earli-
er in existing criteria. 
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